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SUMMARY
Testing is a key activity to assure the quality of concurrent applications. In recent years, a variety of differ-
ent mechanisms have been proposed to test concurrent software. However, a persistent problem is the high
testing cost because of the large number of different synchronization sequences that must be tested. When
structural testing criteria are adopted, a large number of infeasible synchronization sequences is generated,
increasing the testing cost. Although the use of reachability testing reduces the number of infeasible combi-
nation (because only feasible synchronization sequences are generated), many synchronization combinations
are also generated, and this again results in a testing cost with exponential behavior. This paper presents a
new composite approach that uses reachability testing to guide the selection of the synchronization sequences
tests according to a specific structural testing criterion. This new composite approach is empirically evalu-
ated in the context of message-passing concurrent programs developed with MPI. The experimental study
evaluates both the cost and effectiveness of proposed composite approach in comparison with traditional
reachability testing and structural testing. The results confirm that the use of the new composite approach
has advantages for testing of concurrent applications. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Received 15 April 2013; Revised 17 November 2014; Accepted 11 January 2015
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1. INTRODUCTION
Concurrent software is being increasingly used with the availability of multicore processors
and computer clusters. Many modern business applications now use concurrency to improve
overall system performance. However, all concurrent software contains features, such as nonde-
terminism, synchronization, and interprocess communication, which make concurrent software
significantly more complex than sequential software. These features impose new challenges for
testing and increase the difficulty of demonstrating the correct execution of the application in all
possible conditions.
Traditional testing techniques are often not well-suited to the testing of concurrent (or parallel)
software. Many researchers have developed specific testing techniques to address specific issues
such as nondeterminism, concurrency, communication, synchronization, race conditions, and replay
testing [1–11].
In previous work, structural testing criteria for concurrent programs were proposed by
Souza et al. [12], defining test models and tools to test message-passing software. This work was
extended by Sarmanho et al. [13] to test shared-memory software. These structural testing criteria
are designed to explore information about the control, data, and communication flows of concurrent
programs, considering both their sequential and parallel aspects. These contributions are related to
*Correspondence to: Souza, Simone Senger, USP/ICMC/SSC Avenida Trabalhador Sao-Carlense, 400, Centro, P.O.Box:
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the coverage analysis concept, in which a coverage model is first defined, and then the model is
evaluated during the execution of the program to determine whether the coverage model is satisfied
or not. Information about uncovered elements (such as commands, synchronizations, and paths) is
generated and the tester determines if these elements should be executed using new test cases or
whether they can be safely ignored. This happens if there is no possible set of values for all the
parameters (i.e. input and global variables) that cover that element. Therefore, this element is con-
sidered an infeasible element. A key objective of the proposed approach is to reduce the computation
cost of testing by eliminating tests on infeasible elements whenever possible. However, the com-
plete determination of all infeasible elements is not just extremely difficult in practice; moreover,
this problem is actually theoretically impossible to solve (it is equivalent to the halting problem).
Coverage analysis improves the testing process by providing an efficient metric to evaluate testing
activity progress and the quality of test cases. The approach uses a static analysis of the program
under test to extract relevant testing metadata, which can then be used to generate the information
required for fault coverage testing. Because of the static analysis, this testing assumes a conservative
approach in which all receive events can be theoretically matched with all send events belonging to
the other processes of the concurrent application (excluding receive and send events belonging to
the same process). This approach has the advantage that it will identify any missing communication
and thus improve the quality of the testing. However, a significant disadvantage is the resulting high
testing cost because although some send–receive pairs can never occur in practice, they will still
generate elements that must nevertheless be analysed by the tester, even though they are unnecessary
(because they are infeasible). This disadvantage has been partially addressed by dynamic analysis
approaches, in particular, reachability testing as explained in the succeeding text.
Reachability testing (in particular, the work of Lei and Carver [9]) is an approach that combines
both nondeterministic and deterministic testing to generate automatically all sequences of synchro-
nization events without constructing a static model. For the purposes of this paper, a synchronization
event occurs when a match is established between a sender node (with a send primitive) and a
receiver node (with a receive primitive) during the concurrent execution. Because of the nonde-
terminism inherent with receiver nodes, other (alternative) synchronization events could have been
established with different sender nodes. In a general sense, reachability testing provides mecha-
nisms for recovering all possible matches for a synchronization event and also forcing the testing of
these matches. The approach is dynamic and only generates feasible send–receive pairs. Neverthe-
less, reachability testing generates a large number of possible combinations among synchronization
events and, for complex programs, the analysis of this large number of potential synchronization
events is computationally expensive.
It transpires that Lei and Carver’s approach [9] is essentially complementary to the coverage
testing criteria. Lei and Carver do not address the selection of the test case, which will be used for the
initial run, whereas, for the coverage testing, static analysis of the program is employed to select the
test cases in advance. Therefore, in Souza et al. [14] is proposed a new composite approach, using
reachability testing to target coverage testing for synchronization events. The intention is to take
appropriate advantage of both approaches: information about synchronization edges provided by
the coverage criteria is then used to decide which synchronization events will be executed, selecting
only ones not yet covered by existing test cases. It is possible to execute each synchronization at least
once and use reachability testing to select only those feasible synchronizations to improve the testing
coverage. Alternatively, the composite approach can be used to guide the selection of test cases
to drive the reachability testing, i.e., information about synchronization coverage is used to select
a particular test case for starting the reachability testing, potentially improving the overall results
obtained. The approach of combining these two testing techniques has the potential to improve both
the efficiency (i.e. there are a smaller number of tests) and the effectiveness (the ability to reveal
faults) of concurrent programs testing.
This paper reports a controlled experiment, planned and conducted using the Experimental Soft-
ware Engineering process, described by Wohlin et al. [15]. The experiment was conducted to
evaluate the cost and the effectiveness of the composite approach, compared to both structural testing
and reachability testing, in the context of message-passing concurrent programs developed with MPI
(Message Passing Interface). To evaluate the effectiveness of the composite approach, defects were
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systematically inserted into the programs and the ability of the test set generated by this approach to
detect these defects was evaluated. The results demonstrate that the composite approach is able to
reduce the computational cost of the testing activity without reducing the ability to detect defects.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes reachability testing for concurrent pro-
grams; Section 3 addresses the previous work on coverage testing criteria for concurrent programs;
Section 4 defines the composite testing approach; Section 5 describes the experimental study;
Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 reports the conclusions and future work.
2. REACHABILITY TESTING
The nondeterministic behaviour of concurrent programs renders them more difficult to test than
sequential programs. An execution of a concurrent program nondeterministically exercises one out
of many possible sequences of synchronization of send/receive events. Such a sequence is called
a synchronization sequence (or SYN-sequence). One approach to test the concurrent program is to
execute it many times, trying to exercise as many distinct SYN-sequences as possible, potentially
producing different results, some of which can reveal faults. However, it is usually not possible to
execute all possible SYN-sequences, due to the explosion of the number of synchronization events.
An alternative approach to deal with the nondeterministic behaviour is to compute all possible
SYN-sequences and ensure that each one is executed, using a controlled execution. This approach
removes the nondeterminism and the execution is now effectively deterministic. Note that most of
the synchronization pairs are infeasible elements (as defined in Section 3) because of inevitable
constraints of control and data flow in the program. Even though static analysis of the program can
identify some of the infeasible synchronization pairs, in the general case it is not possible to even
determine whether a given event (e.g., a receive primitive) will be executed, let alone determine with
which particular send event it might synchronize.
Reachability testing was proposed as a dynamic approach for concurrent software testing capable
of executing all feasible distinct SYN-sequences for a given input without using static analy-
sis [16]. This approach requires the execution of the program in a semi-deterministic way; the
execution deterministically follows the SYN-sequence up to a given point, after which it runs non-
deterministically. Thus, given a (partial) SYN-sequence S1, the program will eventually execute a
SYN-sequence S2 where S1 is a prefix of S2. The resulting SYN-sequence S2 is analysed and any
race conditions between the events are identified. Consider, for example, an SYN-sequence with a
receive event ri that synchronizes with the send event si , and a receive event rj that synchronizes
with another event sj ; there is a race condition between the synchronization pair. Thus, a new SYN-
sequence can be obtained by matching ri and sj , and rj and si . Such an SYN-sequence is called a
race variant of the original SYN-sequence. In other words, a race variant of a SYN-sequence is a
new SYN-sequence where a race condition between synchronization pairs is identified and altered.
Each race variant contains one or more different synchronization from the original SYN-sequence
and produces a new SYN-sequence that is executed following the reachability testing algorithm.
Reachability testing guarantees that all feasible synchronization will be exercised exactly once.
The method provides a mechanism to deal with non-determinism, because all possible synchro-
nizations for every test input are derived. The problem is the potentially high number of possible
synchronization combinations generated and (for complex software) this number can be sufficiently
Figure 1. An example program and the possible combination of synchronization between threads.
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high to restrict practical application. To illustrate this problem, consider the example in Figure 1
extracted from Lei and Carver [9]. The figure shows a space-time diagram in which vertical lines
represent the execution of four threads T1; T 2; T 3 and T 4 of a concurrent program. The interac-
tion between processes is represented by arrows from a send event s to a receive event r . Diagram
Q0 shows the first execution of the program, generating synchronizations .sT11 ; rT 21 /, .sT 42 ; rT 22 /,
.sT 23 ; r
T 3
3 /, and .sT 44 ; rT 34 /. V1, V2 and V3 are race variants of Q0 generated in the reachability
testing. For instance, in V1, the executed race variant is related to receiver r3, resulting in the syn-
chronizations .sT11 ; rT 21 /, .sT 42 ; rT 22 /, .sT 44 ; rT 33 / and .sT 23 ; rT 35 /. The three variants V1, V2, and V3
show all feasible combination among synchronization events. Note that the event sT 44 will never
match the events rT 21 and rT 22 .
Consider now that Q0 has a new thread T 5 containing an event send s5, which can synchronize
with r3, r4, and r5. Event r5 is a receive event inserted in thread T 3. In this case, new race variants
related to events s3, s4, and s5 are present, giving in total 12 possible SYN-sequences. This example
shows how reachability testing may result in a large number of SYN-sequences. Nevertheless, it
is still useful because it will only generate feasible synchronization sequences, in contrast to static
approaches where infeasible synchronizations must also be checked. This feature motivated the use
of reachability testing to guide coverage testing, as described in Section 4.
3. STRUCTURAL TESTING FOR CONCURRENT PROGRAMS
In Souza et al. [12] is proposed a family of structural testing criteria for message-passing concurrent
programs. To apply the testing criteria, a test model was established, which is a representation
in graph form of the concurrent program designed to collect information about control, data, and
communication from these programs. This model was later extended to take into account additional
message-passing features, such as collective communication, non-blocking sends, distinct semantics
for non-blocking receives, and persistent operations [17].
The model assumes that a fixed and known number of processes k is created at the initialization of
the concurrent application. Each process may execute a different source code, and each one executes
its own code in its own memory space. The concurrent program Prog can be specified by a set of
k parallel processes: Prog D ¹p0; p1; : : : pk1º. Each process p has its own control flow graph
CFGp composed of a set of nodes N p and a set of edges Ep [18]. Each node n in the process
p is represented using the notation np and corresponds to a set of commands that are sequentially
executed or are associated with a communication primitive (send or receive). The model supports
both blocking and non-blocking receives, such that all possible interleaving between send-receive
pairs can be represented.
The complete concurrent program Prog is thus defined by a parallel control flow graph (PCFG),
which is composed of the individual control flow graphs CFGp (for p D 0 : : : k  1) and by
the representation of the communications between the processes. A synchronization edge (sync-
edge) .nai ; nbj / links a send node in a process a to a receive node in a process b. Such an edge
indicates the possibility of communication and synchronization between these two processes. The
communication between processes supports two basic mechanisms – the first one is point-to-point
communication (a process can send a message to another process using primitives such as send and
receive), whereas the second one is collective communication (a process can send a message to all
processes or to a particular group of them). In this model, collective communication is supported
in only one predefined domain (or context) that includes all the processes in the concurrent appli-
cation (using primitives that are represented in terms of basic sends). Send and receive nodes are
generic representations for different types of send-receive primitives, including, for instance, block-
ing and unblocking primitives. These primitives are represented using the notation send(p,k,t)
(or receive(p,k,t)), meaning that the process p sends (or receives) a message with tag t to
(or from) the process k.
Important information about control and data flow can be derived from the PCFG, in particu-
lar, programs paths (both intra-process and inter-processes) together with associations of variables,
which can then be used to define the coverage testing criteria. An intraprocess path is composed of
a finite sequence of nodes, where all nodes are in the same process p. An interprocess path always
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contains at least one sync-edge pair, and this path is composed of a set of paths from different pro-
cesses (including the communication edges between processes). The symbol  is used to represent
the order of execution between two nodes of different processes. Thus, np1j  np2k represents that
the node np1j completes its execution before the node n
p2
k
.
Associations of variables are triples composed of a definition node (in relation to a variable v), a
node or edge (where v is used) and the variable itself (v). A variable v is defined when a value is
stored in the corresponding memory position. Typical definition statements are assignments, input
commands and call-by-reference function parameters. In the context of message-passing programs,
a variable is also defined when it is received in a message (i.e. from a receive primitive). A use
of variable v occurs when the value associated with v is referred. Three kinds of variable use are
defined: computational use (c-use), where the use of the variable occurs in a computation statement
(a node np in PCFG); predicate use (p-use), where the use of the variable occurs in a condition,
or predicate, associated with control-flow statements in an intraprocesses edge .np; mp/ in PCFG;
and communication use (s-use), where the use of the variable occurs in a communication primitive,
related to a synchronization edge (sync-edge) .np1; mp2/ in PCFG. These associations allow the
detection of data-flow and communication faults during the testing of message-passing programs.
Figure 2 shows an example of a PCFG for the concurrent program of Figure 3, extracted from
Souza et al. [12]. This concurrent program is composed of four concurrent processes, where pm
is the master process and p0; p1 and p2 are slave processes. The communication among the pro-
cesses (sync-edge) is represented by dotted lines. For instance, the pair .2m; 20/ is one sync-edge
between processes pm and p0, with two communication use associations s-use related to the x and
Figure 2. Example of a PCFG[12].
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Figure 3. Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) Program in Parallell Virtual Machine (PVM): (a) master process
and (b) slave process[12].
y variables. The primitives send and receive related to this sync-edge are associated with the com-
ments /*2*/ in the master process (a) and slave process (b) (Figure 3). For simplification reasons, in
the PCFG are illustrated only some of the sync-edges.
Based on the test model (PCFG and definitions), two sets of structural testing criteria for
message-passing parallel programs are proposed, to allow testing of both sequential and paral-
lel aspects of these programs. The first set is composed of testing criteria related to control and
synchronization information:
 all-nodes criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all the nodes
n
p
i in PCFG. all-nodes-s criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all the
nodes npi in PCFG, that contains a primitive send. all-nodes-r criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all the
nodes npi in PCFG that contains a receive primitive. all-edges criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all the edges
.nj ; nk/ in PCFG.
 all-edges-s criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all the
sync-edges .np1j ; n
p2
k
/ in PCFG.
The second set is composed of the testing criteria related to data and communication information.
The main coverage criteria are the following:
 all-c-uses criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all of the
c-use associations.
 all-p-uses criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all of the
p-use associations.
 all-s-uses criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all of
the s-use associations.
 all-s-c-uses criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all of the
s-c-use associations (this association is formed by an s-use and a c-use of a variable v).
 all-s-p-uses criterion: this criterion requires that the test set executes paths that cover all
the s-p-use associations (this association is formed by an s-use and a p-use of a variable v).
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Table I. Required elements for PCFG example.
Criterion Required elements
all-edges-s .2m; 20/; .3m; 21/; .7m; 22/; .80; 4m/; .80; 5m/;
.81; 4m/; .81; 5m/; .82; 8m/
all-s-uses .1m; .2m; 20/; x; y/; .1m; .3m; 21/; y; ´/; .4m; .7m; 22/; x; y/;
.20; .80; 4m/; x/; .20; .80; 5m/; x/; .50; .80; 4m/; x/;
.50; .80; 5m/; x/; .21; .81; 4m/; x/; .21; .81; 5m/; x/;
.51; .81; 4m/; x/; .51; .81; 5m/; x/; .22; .82; 8m/; x/;
.52; .82; 8m/; x/
PCFG, parallel control flow graph.
The required elements for each testing criterion are generated using the PCFG to provide the
minimal information that must be executed during the tests. Table I gives the required elements for
the PCFG example in Figure 2, for the two different testing criteria (all-edges-s and all-s-uses). In
this case, the required elements are sync-edges and s-uses, respectively.
Note that for the example given in Figures 2 and 3, variables are defined in the following
nodes def .x/ D ¹1m; 4m; 20; 60; 21; 61; 22; 62º, def .y/ D ¹1m; 5m; 20; 50; 21; 51; 22; 52º and
def .´/ D ¹1m; 8m; 9mº. This information is necessary to establish the required elements for the
all-s-uses criterion.
Because of the inherent nondeterminism, it is impossible to determine statically whether a syn-
chronization will be executed or not. An example is shown in the PCFG given in Figure 2. In nodes
4m and 5m of the master process, there are nondeterministic receive primitives. In each execution,
only one of the sync-edges pairs .80; 4m/ and .80; 5m/ will be executed, and in a similar fashion,
only one of .81; 4m/ and .81; 5m/. Both sync-edges pairs in each example could occur during normal
operation of this software and need to be executed during the testing process. This testing approach
thus assumes a conservative approach, which means that all primitive sends can match all primitive
receives in the program. Thus, during the static analysis all send-receive pairs are generated even
though some of them might be infeasible (i.e., not executable). For instance, in Figure 2, the pair
.3m; 22/ is a theoretical send-receive pair, although in practice, this can never occur, hence, this pair
is infeasible but nevertheless it is still generated during the testing activity. The advantage of this
static approach is that any faults related to missing communications will always be detected.
Structural testing is a conservative approach that results in a large number of infeasible elements
being tested even though they are infeasible. However, structural testing has the important advantage
of using statically generated information to guide the selection of test cases and assess the coverage
of the program under test. This is important because better test case selection can potentially improve
the overall testing quality significantly. In contrast with reachability testing, during structural testing,
it is not necessary to execute all combinations of possible synchronizations as long as at least one
execution of each sync-edge pair is included, and this suffices to improve the code coverage. These
advantages have motivated the proposed composite approach [14] described in the next section.
4. THE COMPOSITE APPROACH
The composite approach is a testing strategy that combines reachability testing and structural testing
criteria in a systematic way. This new approach improves the testing of concurrent software by
reducing the number of tests necessary for comprehensive code coverage while still maintaining the
effectiveness to reveal software defects.
The main steps of the testing strategy are presented in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, UnCovReq
is the list of required elements not yet covered in the program under test. The required elements are
the sync-edges and s-uses elements from the program. These testing criteria were chosen because
they focus on synchronization and communication information and are therefore closely related to
the information generated by reachability testing. When the testing process is complete, UnCovReq
will be empty (assuming that complete test coverage has been achieved).
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First, a list of required elements UnCovReq is generated from the program, using the all-s-uses
and all-edges-s and the structural testing approach described in Section 3. The three following steps
are carried out manually by the tester (lines 4 to 6). The tester first produces a new test case based on
the program specification and the UnCovReq list, inserting this test case in the test set. During this
process, the tester can determine that some of the required elements are in fact infeasible (i.e., they
can never be executed) and these elements can be safely removed from the UnCovReq list without
compromising the effectiveness of the testing.
The concurrent program is then executed with the test case, and an execution trace is produced
containing a record of the path traversed by the test case. This path identifies which sync-edges
and s-uses were executed and therefore which required elements were covered during the execution
of the test case. The elements covered during the execution are removed from the UnCovReq list
(line 8). This information is used to calculate the coverage obtained by the test set as it is constructed.
In general, the complete coverage is desired, that is, all feasible required elements should be covered
by the test cases in the test set.
Usually, full coverage will not be achieved at this stage, and the algorithm continues to add new
test cases to the test set until 100% coverage is achieved (i.e., UnCovReq is empty). It is important
to stress that a required element that is still not covered can refer to an element that may or may
not be executable. If the element is executable, it can be tested by the same test case or by a new
test case. Usually, the required elements that are still uncovered are executable by test cases already
in the test set, but because of the nondeterminism inherent with all parallel software, they have
not yet been executed. It is necessary to ensure that all possible paths and synchronizations are
explored to achieve full coverage. For this reason, the next stage of the algorithm generates a list of
all variants, based on the sync-edges that were executed by the test case (using the execution trace
produced by line 7). Each of these variants is evaluated to determine if it has been covered or not in
the testing so far, and if it has not been covered, a controlled execution is performed. This ensures
that the synchronizations of each variant are always tested during program execution. After the
controlled execution, the resulting execution trace is used to update UnCovReq (removing executed
elements from UnCovReq). It is also possible that new variants will be identified (depending on the
synchronizations) and any new variants are added to the list_of _all_variants (line 15).
input: Program under test (PUT)
1 test_set  ;;
2 UnCovReq static_analysis.PUT /;
3 repeat
4 test_case generate_new_test_case./;
5 test_set add_new_test_case.test_set; test_case/;
6 UnCovReq mark_infeasible_elements.UnCovReq/;
7 execution_trace program_execution.PUT; test_case/;
8 UnCovReq delete_executed_elements.execution_trace; UnCovReq/;
9 if UnCovReq is not empty then
10 list_of _all_variants generate_variants.execution_trace/;
11 for each variant 2 list_of _all_variants do
12 for each sync-edge 2 variant do
13 if sync-edge 2 UnCovReq then
14 execution_trace controlled_execution.PUT; test_case; variant/;
15 list_of _all_variants add_new_variants.execution_trace/;
16 UnCovReq delete_executed_elements.execution_trace; UnCovReq/;
17 end
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 until UnCovReq is empty;
Algorithm 1: Composite approach algorithm.
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The difference from conventional reachability testing is that only the necessary variants to execute
uncovered required elements are included in the testing process. Therefore, when a new variant is
selected from the list_of _all_variants, the first step is to confirm that it executes a new element of
UnCovReq. If all the elements have already been tested, there is no need to continue with this variant
and another variant is selected until the list_of _all_variants is empty. When this list is empty, it is
possible that some required elements are still not covered. If this is the case, additional test cases
need to be generated and the process is repeated. The algorithm concludes when UnCovReq is empty
(i.e., all feasible elements have been covered).
To illustrate the operation of the algorithm, consider the PCFG in Figure 2 and the all-edges-s
criterion. The list of required elements UnCovReq for the all-edges-s criterion is presented in Table I.
Suppose that the program was executed with the test input t D ¹x D 2; y D 8; ´ D 4º and traverses
the path:
Pm D ¹1m; 2m; 3m; 4m; 5m; 7m; 8m; 10mº
P 0 D ¹10; 20; 30; 40; 50; 70; 30; 40; 50; 70; 30; 40; 50; 70; 30; 80; 90º
P 1 D ¹11; 21; 31; 41; 61; 71; 31; 81; 91º
The following sync-edges were traversed:
S D ¹.2m; 20/; .3m; 21/; .80; 4m/; .81; 5m/; .7m; 22/; .82; 8m/º
S corresponds to the covered required elements for the all-edges-s criterion. These sync-edges are
removed from UnCovReq. There are still sync-edges uncovered, and the next step is the generation
of list_of _all_variants. The reachability testing algorithm is now executed with the test input t ,
and all possible variants for each sync-edge in S are generated based on the race conditions of S .
Because of the receive nondeterministic in nodes 4m and 5m, there are two possible variants: v1 D
¹.2m; 20/; .3m; 21/; .80; 5m/º, and v2 D ¹.2m; 20/; .3m; 21/; .81; 4m/º. Applying the reachability
testing algorithm, each variant is used to conduct a prefix-based test, forcing the sync-edges in those
variant to be replayed and then allowing the test run to proceed nondeterministically. In other words,
each variant contains only the sync-edges that will be executed in a prefix-based test run. Each vari-
ant is able to cover one or more of the uncovered sync-edges in UnCovReq. For example, .80; 5m/
and .81; 4m/ are two required elements in Table I that have not yet been executed. A controlled
execution of variant v1 is performed, and the traversed path is collected to analyse which required
elements in UnCovReq are covered. In this new execution, the same paths are traversed; however, the
synchronization order is S D ¹.2m; 20/; .3m; 21/; .80; 5m/; .81; 4m/; .7m; 22/; .82; 8m/º. This exe-
cution is able to cover the required elements of the all-edges-s criterion not yet covered, achieving
the coverage goal for this testing criterion.
The main advantage of this composite strategy presented earlier is to reduce the computational
cost of testing. It can either be applied to improve structural testing (by improving the coverage
analysis) or alternatively to improve reachability testing (by guiding the selection of the SYN-
sequences). As explained earlier, the exhaustive testing necessary with reachability testing to execute
all SYN-sequences is not always practical, and empirical mechanisms are necessary to guide the
selection of appropriate SYN-sequences. The composite approach presented in this section pro-
vides an efficient mechanism to select the SYN-sequences required to cover the additional elements
necessary for a given testing criterion.
5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
This section reports the definition, design, execution, and analysis of an experimental study, fol-
lowing the experimental software engineering process, defined by Wohlin [15]. The goal of this
study is to evaluate the application cost and effectiveness of the composite approach, compared
with reachability testing and structural testing. The quality focus is related to application cost and
effectiveness. The context of the experiment refers to concurrent programs implemented in C using
message-passing programs in MPI.
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Table II. Characteristics of the programs used in the
experiment.
Programs Processes LOC Sends Receives
sieve 4 114 7 7
gcd 4 111 7 5
mmult 4 198 15 27
philosophers 10 152 29 28
pairwise 8 176 32 32
reduction 6 133 6 6
qsort 4 480 17 29
jacobi 6 525 71 109
Van der Walls 4 552 4 4
LOC, lines of code
5.1. Experiment Planning
The ValiMPI testing tool was used to conduct this study – ValiMPI is a tool developed to test
concurrent programs implemented using MPI [19], proposed originally to support the coverage
testing described in Section 3. The tool provides functionalities to (i) create test sessions; (ii) save
and execute test data; and (iii) evaluate the testing coverage with respect to a given testing criterion.
ValiMPI has been extended to implement the reachability testing strategy proposed by Lei and
Carver [9], and it also supports the composite approach presented in this paper.
Nine different MPI programs were used in this study, eight of them implementing different
classical concurrency algorithms while one is a concurrent applications program from the bioin-
formatics domain [20]. These programs contain typical synchronization/communication patterns
that are commonly found in many practical applications, including numerical problems, sorting
algorithm, producer-consumer, and bioinformatics.
Table II shows the complexity of the programs in terms of number of processes lines of code and
send/receive primitives. It is worth emphasizing that with concurrent software, the complexity of a
program depends more on the way in which the processes communicate and synchronize rather than
the size of the program.
1. sieve of Eratosthenes - to find all prime numbers up to a specified integer [21];
2. gcd to calculate the greatest common divisor of three numbers, using successive subtractions
between two numbers until one of them is zero;
3. mmult to implement matrix multiplication using data/domain decomposition;
4. philosophers to implement the classical dining philosophers problem;
5. pairwise to calculate interprocess interactions. Each process ni receives data Xi and is respon-
sible for computing the interactions I.Xi ; Xj /, for i ¤ j . For this, a structure with N
channels is used, where each communication channel represents a source-destination pair –
these channels are used to connect the N tasks into a unidirectional ring;
6. reduction to implement the reduction operation of distributed data considering add, multipli-
cation, greater than and less than operations;
7. qsort to implement quicksort based on the parallel algorithm presented in Grama [22];
8. jacobi to implement the Jacobi-Richardson iterative solution of a linear system of equations;
and
9. Van der Waals to calculate the Van der Waals energy of a protein using a genetic algorithm [20].
Based on the objectives of the experimental study, two research questions and hypotheses were
defined and used to analyze the results. CovT refers to the structural testing criteria, RT refers to
reachability testing, and RTCovT refers to the composite approach.
 Research question Q1: Is RTCovT able to reduce the computational cost of concurrent program
testing?
Null hypothesis 1 (NH1): the cost is the same for RTCovT and RT .
NH1: cost (RTCovT)D cost(RT ).
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- Alternative hypothesis 1.1 (AH11): the cost of RTCovT is greater than the cost of RT . AH11:
cost (RTCovT) > cost(RT ).
- Alternative hypothesis 1.2 (AH12): the cost of RTCovT is less than the cost of RT . AH12:
cost (RTCovT) < cost(RT ).
Null hypothesis 2 (NH2): the cost is the same for RTCovT and CovT.
NH2: cost (RTCovT)D cost(CovT).
- Alternative hypothesis 2.1 (AH21): the cost of RTCovT is greater than the cost of CovT.
AH21: cost (RTCovT) > cost(CovT).
- Alternative hypothesis 2.2 (AH22): the cost of RTCovT is less than the cost of CovT. AH22:
cost (RTCovT) < cost(CovT).
 Research question Q2: What is the effectiveness of RTCovT for concurrent programs testing?
Null hypothesis 3 (NH3): the effectiveness is the same for RTCovT and CovT.
NH3: effectiveness (RTCovT)D effectiveness(CovT).
- Alternative hypothesis 3.1 AH31): the effectiveness of RTCovT is greater than the effective-
ness of CovT. AH31: effectiveness (RTCovT) > effectiveness(CovT).
- Alternative hypothesis 3.2 (AH32): the effectiveness of RTCovT is less than the effectiveness
of CovT. AH32: effectiveness (RTCovT) < effectiveness(CovT).
The design of the experiment is composed of the following steps:
1. Generation of a test set T1, using the structural testing criteria (CovT): a test set T1 was
manually generated based on all-s-uses and all-edges-s criteria. Test cases in T1 execute all
feasible required elements of these criteria (s-use associations and sync-edges, respectively).
In this step, it was necessary to identify the infeasible elements in order to define the coverage
of T1. Thus, T1 is a test set adequate to the all-s-uses and all-edges-s criteria, because T1 is
able to cover the required elements of these criteria.
2. Execution of reachability testing (RT ): reachability testing was executed with T1 (generated
by CovT), using the original algorithm proposed by Lei and Carver [9].
3. Execution of the composite approach (RTCovT): based on the all-s-uses and all-edges-s struc-
tural criteria, the composite approach was executed following the steps discussed in Section 4.
For this step, two test sets were employed: T1 and T 2, the latter created by the tester using the
RTCovT approach.
4. Evaluation of the effectiveness to detect faults: in this step, the ability to reveal faults using
RTCovT was evaluated. For this, defects were inserted in each program and these programs
were executed with T1 and T 2 and the results assessed. To compare the effectiveness, a
randomly-generated test set was employed to execute the faulty programs. Details of these
defects are presented in Section 5.2.4.
Before the experiment execution, the study environment was prepared. The programs were
selected, a set of defects to be considered was specified, the method of defect insertion was defined,
and the ValiMPI testing tool was installed. The experiment environment has the following features:
GNU/Linux operational system using the Ubuntu 11.10 distribution with 3.0.0-32-generic-pae, 4.1.2
gcc compiler, Open MPI 1.4 and the ValiMPI testing tool [19].
5.2. Execution of the Experiment
5.2.1. Execution of the structural testing – CovT. Initially, the test sets T1 were generated for the
programs where each T1 traverses all feasible required elements of both all-s-uses and all-edges-s
testing criteria. The programs were executed with the test set using the ValiMPI tool and observing
the coverage obtained. New test cases were added until all feasible required elements were executed
and the maximal coverage was obtained. In this phase, the infeasible elements were manually iden-
tified. In order to address the nondeterminism, the following approach was adopted. Initially, T1
was repeatedly executed in order to execute different synchronizations. In fact, these repetitions do
not guarantee that any new synchronization will occur, but it is a relatively inexpensive approach.
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Table III. Results from the application of the CovT approach.
Size All-edges-S All-S-Uses
Programs of T1 Sync-edges Infeasible S-uses assoc. Infeasible
sieve 4 39 18 57 36
gcd 7 14 4 34 15
mmult 4 189 144 252 202
philosophers - 81 27 108 36
pairwise 3 896 864 1344 1304
reduction 4 30 25 60 55
qsort 6 171 78 300 190
jacobi 6 151 32 255 130
Van der Walls 2 66 54 156 143
Table IV. Number of the SYN-sequences executed by CovT, RT and
RTCovT approaches.
Programs Size of T1 Size of T 2
T1 CovT RT RTCovT T 2 RTCovT
sieve 4 840 144 84 2 41
gcd 7 700 126 70 4 40
mmult 4 1680 432 168 3 126
philosophers — 450 45 45 — 45
pairwise 3 240 24 24 3 24
reduction 4 200 20 20 4 20
qsort 6 1560 1404 156 11 286
jacobi 6 1860 1674 186 8 248
Van der Walls 2 440 44 44 2 44
In remaining cases where synchronizations had not been executed, the controlled execution was
employed, forcing the execution of these synchronizations. Controlled execution mechanism follows
the same ideas proposed by Carver and Tai [10].
Table III shows the results from the application of the CovT approach, giving the size of T1 (test
set adequate to the criteria) and the number of required elements for each testing criterion adopted
in the study. The sync-edges column contains the total of required elements generated by the all-
edges-s criterion, including infeasible elements (the total of infeasible elements is also shown for
each criterion). Equivalent information is shown for the all-s-uses criterion. The number of SYN-
sequences executed to cover these elements is presented in Table IV and discussed in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.2. Execution of the reachability testing approach – RT . Reachability testing was applied
using the test set T1 generated previously. For this, one SYN-sequence for each test case in T1
was collected and from each SYN-sequence, the race variants were generated, producing new
SYN-sequences. In this case, it does not matter whether the synchronization has already been
traversed in some previous execution; it is executed again to guarantee the execution of all possi-
ble synchronization combinations. Table IV gives the number of SYN-sequences executed by RT
(discussed in the next section).
5.2.3. Execution of the composite testing approach – RTCovT. In this phase, the composite
approach algorithm was executed, and two different scenarios were analysed. The first one is the
SYN-sequences executed by RT , RTCovT and CovT using the same test set T1. The difference is
that in the RTCovT approach, there is a systematic method to select what synchronizations will be
executed, reducing the number of SYN-sequences executed compared with RT and CovT.
In the second analysis, a new test set T 2 was used, simulating a real test scenario where the
tester is using RTCovT to conduct the testing activity. T 2 was generated using the RTCovT approach
(based on the all-s-uses and all-edges-s testing criteria).
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Table V. Evolution of the test coverage for the jacobi
program.
All-Edges-S All-S-Uses
testcases CovT RTCovT CovT RTCovT
tc1 19.3% 19.3% 8.7% 8.7%
tc2 38.6% 49.1% 26.1% 34.8%
tc3 82.5% 94.7% 60.9% 71%
tc4 84.2% 96.5% 68.1% 78.3%
tc5 94.7% 100% 78.3% 82.6%
tc6 100% 100% 78.3% 82.6%
Table VI. Evolution of the test coverage for the mmult
program.
All-Edges-S All-S-Uses
testcases CovT RTCovT CovT RTCovT
tc1 60% 93.3% 63.2% 89.5%
tc2 60% 93.3% 68.4% 94.7%
tc3 73.3% 93.3% 78.9% 94.7%
tc4 86.7% 93.3% 89.5% 94.7%
Table IV shows the number of SYN-sequences executed by RT , RTCovT and CovT using T1 and
also for RTCovT using T 2.
For all the programs, the number of SYN-sequence executed by RTCovT was less when compared
with the CovT approach and, for most of the programs, it was also less when compared with the
RT approach. Because of the particular features of the programs philosophers, pairwise, reduction
and Van der Walls, the number of SYN-sequence executed by RT and RTCovT were equal. These
results demonstrate that computational cost can be reduced using the RTCovT approach. A statistical
analysis is presented in Section 5.3.
Table V provides additional details for the jacobi program and illustrates the different coverage
of the CovT and RTCovT approaches. For each test case generated (tc1 to tc6), it is presented the
coverage obtained for both testing criteria adopted in the study. The results indicate that RTCovT
always provides a better test coverage, moreover, the maximal coverage is achieved after five test
cases have been added, meaning that these five test cases are enough to obtain maximal coverage.
Similar results are shown in Table VI for the mmult program. In this case, the maximum coverage is
achieved after just two of the test cases have been added. Note that the desired maximum coverage
is always 100%; however, in some cases, this is not possible because of the infeasible elements.
5.2.4. Evaluation of fault detection effectiveness. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the com-
posite approach, the ability in detecting defects introduced into the programs was analysed. Defects
were injected based on the existent classification of defects for concurrent programs [8, 23, 24]. A
strategy similar to mutation testing [25] was applied, where defects were systematically inserted in
each program, generating a new program for each inserted defect. According to Andrews et al. [26],
mutation is an appropriate approach for testing experiments because it avoids introducing any bias.
Table VII shows the type of defects considered and the number of defects for each program, totaling
374 faulty programs.
Each faulty program was executed with the test sets T1 (for the CovT approach) and T 2 (for the
RTCovT approach) and their ability to reveal the defects was determined. Also, an additional test set
(TSrand ) was generated, containing 30 test cases randomly generated according to the input domain
of each program. The effectiveness of the TSrand was evaluated in comparison with the RTCovT
approach. Table VIII shows the percentage of defects revealed by CovT, RTCovT and TSrand ,
representing the effectiveness of each approach as defined by the following equation:
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Table VIII. Effectiveness of the RTCovT approach in comparison to the CovT
and the random test set.
Programs Number of defects CovT.T1/ RTCovT.T 2/ TSrand
sieve 60 98.3% 100% 100%
gcd 30 100% 100% 96.7%
mmult 44 90.9% 97.7% 97.7%
pairwise 50 100% 100% 94%
reduction 22 100% 100% 98%
qsort 35 100% 100% 100%
jacobi 71 94.4% 100% 36.6%
Van der Waals 39 100% 100% 89.7%
Figure 4. Computational cost of the RTCovT, RT and CovT testing approaches.
effectiveness D number of faults found
number of faults injected (1)
The results indicate that the RTCovT approach is highly effective in detecting defects and is
capable of finding most of the injected defects. For the sieve and jacobi, programs the defects were
revealed only by the RTCovT approach.
For the mmult program, nine defects were not detected by the CovT approach but only one using
the RTCovT approach. Note that the RTCovT approach was always able to detect more defects than
the randomly test sets, indicating that the selection of test cases guided by coverage testing criteria
provides improved results.
5.3. Result Analysis
The analysis and interpretation of the results are made based on descriptive statistics and hypothesis
testing. Parametric and non-parametric tests [15] were used to determine whether it is possible to
reject the null hypothesis based on collected data set and statistical tests. The descriptive analysis is
useful to describe and to display graphically interesting aspects of the study.
There are several different perspectives that could be used to evaluate the cost of a testing crite-
rion. In this study, it was chosen to use the number of SYN-sequences (or paths) executed for each
approach. Figure 4 presents the amount of SYN-sequences traversed by each approach using the test
set T1. These results suggest that the RTCovT approach provides a lowest cost compared with the
CovT and RT approaches. The CovT approach has a higher cost because the tester usually needs to
execute the program several times to deal with the nondeterminism.
To analyse the null hypothesis NH1 (the cost is the same for RTCovT and RT ), the Shapiro-Wilk
test was applied to evaluate whether the population is normally distributed. The obtained p-value for
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Table IX. Results of the Wilcoxon test for the statistics analysis
of cost of the RTCovT and RT approaches.
Data Alternative W p-value
cost of RTCovT and cost of RT two.sided 34 0.5652
cost of RTCovT and cost of RT less 34 0.2826
cost of RTCovT and cost of RT greater 34 0.7174
Table X. Results of the t-test analysis for the statistics analysis of cost of the
RTCovT and CovT approaches.
Data Alternative t df p-value
cost of RTCovT and cost of CovT two.sided 3.6782 8.16 0.006025
cost of RTCovT and cost of CovT less 3.6782 8.16 0.003012
cost of RTCovT and cost of CovT greater 3.6782 8.16 0.0997
the RTCovT sample is 0.1133 and it is greater than 0.05, meaning this sample is normal. For the RT
sample, the p-value is 0.001043 and less than 0.05, meaning this sample is not normal. Therefore,
these results suggest the application of a non-parametric test, in case, the Wilcoxon rank sum test.
Thus, the Wilcoxon test was applied using the samples for RTCovT and RT and the obtained p-value
was 0.5652 (Table IX). This value is greater than 0.05 hence NH1 was accepted with confidence
interval of 95%. This result indicates that there are no significant difference in the costs of these two
testing approaches, although the descriptive statistics suggest that RTCovT has a lower cost when
compared with RT (Figure 4).
In relation to the null hypothesis NH2 (the cost is the same for RTCovT and CovT), the Shapiro-
Wilk test was applied to verify the normality of the data. As the two samples are normal, the F-test
was applied to compare the variances of the samples. The results of the F-test indicate that the
values of the two samples are not equal, and the parametric t-test can be applied. Table X presents
the results obtained for t-test analysis, considering the three alternatives to be analysed. For this
test, the two-sided alternative was initially considered in which the obtained p-value was 0.006025,
which is less than 0.05 indicating that there is a cost difference between RTCovT and CovT and,
consequently, NH2 can be rejected.
In next step, the parametric t-test was applied to evaluate alternative hypothesis AH21 and
AH22, using the less alternative. The objective is evaluating if the cost of RTCovT is less than the
cost of CovT. According to Table X, the obtained p-value was 0.003012, which is less than 0.05,
meaning that the cost of RTCovT is less than the cost of CovT. To confirm this result, the t-test was
again applied using the greater alternative, in which the p-value obtained was 0.0997, greater than
0.05 confirming that the cost of RTCovT is less than the cost of CovT and, therefore, the alternative
hypothesis AH22 is accepted with a confidence level of 95%.
Figure 5 shows the effectiveness in terms of the quantity of defects revealed for RTCovT and CovT
in relation to the total of injected defects. Results indicate that RTCovT maintains good effectiveness
even though it traverses a lesser number of SYN-sequences.
Null hypothesis NH3 (the effectiveness is the same for RTCovT and Covt) was analysed by com-
paring the results for the effectiveness of test sets T1 and T 2. The nonparametric Wilcoxon test was
applied and the p-value obtained for the pair CovT.T1/ and RTCovT.T 2/ was 0.2697 (Table XI).
This result indicates that there is no significant difference between the effectiveness of these two
testing approaches and, therefore, NH3 is accepted. Results from the descriptive statistics and from
the hypothesis testing suggest that the RTCovT approach has significant potential to support con-
current program testing more efficiently, taking into account both the computational cost and the
effectiveness to reveal faults.
The effectiveness of RTCovT and TSrand was also statistically analyzed. For this, the Wilcoxon
test was applied and the results are presented in Table XII. The p-value obtained was 0.00749,
indicating that RTCovT presents higher effectiveness than TSrand .
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Figure 5. Effectiveness of the CovT and RTCovT approaches.
Table XI. Results of the Wilcoxon test for the statistics
analysis of effectiveness of the RTCovT approach.
Data W p-value
effectiveness of RTCovT and CovT 40.5 0.2697
Table XII. Results of the t-test analysis for the statistics analysis of
effectiveness of the RTCovT and CovT approaches.
Data alternative W p-value
cost of RTCovT and cost of CovT two.sided 53.5 0.01500
cost of RTCovT and cost of CovT less 53.5 0.99460
cost of RTCovT and cost of CovT greater 53.5 0.00749
Results from the hypothesis testing suggest that the RTCovT approach has a significant poten-
tial to improve the testing effectiveness, taking into account both the computational cost and the
effectiveness to reveal faults when compared to the random approach.
5.4. Threats to Validity
In the design of the experimental study, it is important to identify possible threats to the valid-
ity of the results and mechanisms to mitigate these threats need to be considered. Based on the
classification proposed by Wohlin [15], the following threats which could affect the validity of the
experimental study were identified:
Internal validity: this type of threat is concerned with the question of whether the inputs to the
experimental study actually caused the results obtained. For example, the defects injected into
the example programs, could have be inserted based on the knowledge and understanding of the
researcher about the testing criteria being used. This potential threat was addressed by adopting a
strategy similar to mutation testing to insert the defects automatically without potential researcher
bias.
Conclusion validity: this type of threat can affect the ability to draw conclusions about relationship
between the treatment and the results obtained. The test case sets need to be designed according to
a specified coverage criteria. It is known that the ability to reveal faults is related to a particular test
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case, and it is important to evaluate if the adopted criterion contributes to the selection of effective
test cases or not. To mitigate this threat, the test sets were compared against random test cases, to
observe what the influence of coverage testing might be in selecting effective test cases. The results
indicate that there is an appropriate relationship between effectiveness and the selection of test cases
guided by coverage criteria.
External validity: this is concerned with whether it is possible to generalize the results of the study.
In this study, this threat is related to the selected programs used in the experimental study, in which
two aspects were considered during the selection of the programs: complexity and concurrency.
To mitigate this threat, the selected programs present a range of different numbers of sending and
receive statements, with different sizes and number of processes. These programs are widely used in
other studies and contain classical communications mechanisms found in many practical concurrent
programs. This study primarily considered the concurrency-related complexity of the programs but
other complexities, such as control flow, data declaration, data flow and arithmetic metrics, may also
interfere in the computational cost of the proposed approach. These aspects were not explored in
this study and will be considered in further investigations.
6. RELATED WORK
Published research in the general area of concurrent program testing has covered aspects such as fail-
ure injection [27], static analysis [28–30], controlled execution [31–37], mutation testing [38–40],
model checking [41–44], model-based testing [45, 46], coverage testing [47–60], symbolic analy-
sis [61, 62], reachability testing [9, 16, 63–72] and test case generation [73–75]. In this section are
discussed only the relevant related research. Souza et al. [76] presents a systematic review, with a
larger set of references.
Taylor et al. [1] propose a set of structural coverage criteria for concurrent programs
based on the notion of concurrent states and concurrency graph. Five criteria are defined:
all-concurrency-paths, all-proper-cc-histories, all-edges-between-cc-states, all-cc-states, and all-
possible-rendezvous, with an analysis of the hierarchy between these criteria. The authors stress that
every approach based on reachability analysis will be limited by state space explosion.
Chung et al. [77] propose four different testing criteria for Ada programs: all-entry-call, all-
possible-entry-acceptance, all-entry-call-permutation, and all-entry-call-dependency-permutation
(these criteria focus on the rendezvous between tasks). They also present a hierarchy based on
these criteria.
Yang et al. [78, 79] extended the data flow criteria to shared-memory parallel programs. A parallel
program flow graph is constructed and traversed to obtain the paths, variable definitions, and uses.
The test requirements are all paths that have definition and use of variables related to thread par-
allelism. The Della Pasta Tool (Delaware Parallel Software Testing Aid) automates their approach.
The authors present the foundations and theoretical results for the structural testing of parallel pro-
grams, with a definition of the all-du-path and all-uses criteria for shared-memory programs. Their
study inspired the test model definition for message-passing parallel programs, which was described
in Section 3.
Wong et al. [3] propose a set of methods to generate test sequences for the structural testing of
concurrent programs. The reachability graph is used to represent the concurrent program and to
select test sequences for the all-node and all-edge criteria. The methods are designed to generate
a small set of test sequences to cover all nodes and edges in a reachability graph, providing infor-
mation about the parts of the program to be covered to increase the effective coverage of these
criteria. The authors stress that the major advantage of the reachability graph is that only feasi-
ble paths will be generated. However, they do not explain how to generate the reachability graph
from the concurrent program or how to deal with the state space explosion (which is inevitable with
larger problems).
Kojima et al. [54] employ the all-concurrent-paths criterion on a Concurrent Module Flow Graph
to execute the structural testing of embedded concurrent software present in different devices,
such as high-definition TVs, recorders and mobile phones. To overcome the very large quantity of
test cases required when the number of elements increases, the authors propose to suppress test
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cases by considering the happens-before relation between local blocks (those that do not include
operating shared resources) and focus the testing activity on the external operation blocks instead
(those operating on shared resources). This approach does not directly address the large quantity of
synchronization pairs that are derived in the static analysis.
Hong et al. [72] introduced a technique to achieve high coverage for concurrent program entities,
such as statement pairs and synchronization pairs. The technique consists of an estimate phase and
a testing phase. In the estimate phase, the technique dynamically builds a thread model of the target
concurrent program, and, based on the model, estimates the coverage requirements. In the testing
phase, the technique dynamically manipulates thread schedules to cover previously uncovered cov-
erage requirements. The authors provide results of an empirical study, indicating that the technique
is more effective and efficient in achieving high synchronization coverage than the random testing
technique for a suite of Java programs.
Tasiran et al. [80] present a coverage metric, called location pairs, developed to assist in the testing
of shared-memory concurrent programs. Location pairs is formed by points where a shared variable
is used in the threads. The objective is to cover access patterns likely to lead to a particular type
of concurrency error. According to the authors, this coverage metric can evaluate how thoroughly a
program has been tested and guide testing toward unexplored concurrency scenarios.
Edelstein et al. [7, 81] present a multi-threaded bug detection architecture called ConTest for Java
programs. This architecture combines a replay algorithm with a seeding technique, in which the cov-
erage is specific to race conditions. The seeding technique seeds the program with sleep statements
at shared memory access, and synchronization events and heuristics are used to decide when a sleep
statement must be activated. These heuristics are defined based on the bug patterns for concurrent
programs [8]. The replay algorithm is used to re-execute a test when race conditions are detected,
ensuring that all accesses in race will be executed. The focus of the work is the nondeterminism
problem, rather than code coverage and testing criteria.
Yu et al. [82] propose a coverage-driven testing tool called Maple, which seeks the exploration of
untested interleaved thread. The authors define coverage for multi-threaded programs based on a set
of thread-interleaving idioms, which represents the common cases of shared variable interleaving.
The approach avoids testing the same thread interleaving across different test inputs. The results
indicate that the approach can detect faults faster by exposing more untested interleaving in a shorter
period of time than using conventional methods.
Reachability testing was proposed by Hwang et al. [16] and has been widely investigated because
of its advantages and the limitations experienced in practice. Reachability testing is an approach for
the dynamic testing of concurrent program that executes different synchronization sequences with-
out constructing any static model. Tai [63] describes the application of the reachability testing to
concurrent programs using message passing. Lei and Carver [67] provide details of how to apply
reachability testing to semaphore-based programs. Li et al. [68] provide a framework to use reach-
ability testing in the context of Java multi-thread programs. In contrast to previous work, in this
research, the selection of synchronization sequences is based on an analysis of reading and writ-
ing shared variables. Gong et al. [83] extend the reachability testing for Java programs, considering
events among multiple synchronization objects.
Lei and Carver [9] present a general execution model that allows reachability testing to be applied
to several commonly used synchronization constructs. They also present a new method for perform-
ing reachability testing, which guarantees that every partially ordered synchronization sequence will
be traversed exactly once without saving any sequences already exercised.
Lei et al. [64] propose a combinatorial testing strategy, called t-way reachability testing, which
selectively exercises race variants for each synchronization sequence. The objective is to reduce the
cost by selecting a subset of synchronization sequences to be exercised. The authors provide results
that indicate that the strategy can select effective synchronization sequences.
Carver and Lei [69] describe an approach to test monitors in multi-threaded programs using reach-
ability testing to derive all possible orders in which testing method calls can enter in the monitor.
The authors also show how to store and recognize visited states when reachability testing is applied
to a single monitor.
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Carver and Lei [66] propose a distributed reachability testing algorithm, allowing different test
sequences to be executed concurrently. This algorithm reduces the time to execute the synchro-
nizations, but the authors do not comment on the effort necessary to analyse the results from
these executions.
Hwang et al. [84] propose an approach that employs reachability testing to achieve statement
coverage in the dynamic testing of concurrent programs. In this approach, test inputs are derived
based on SYN-sequences obtained during the reachability testing and used to perform reachability
testing multiple times to achieve statement-coverage testing for a concurrent program. However, the
authors did not use information about coverage to execute new statements; they derive test inputs
from a previous execution of reachability testing. This approach is similar to our work, in that the
focus is executing additional statements in order to improve the code coverage.
Ratsaby et al. [85] introduce the concept of coverability, which refers to the degree to which a
state-machine model can be covered when subjected to testing. Coverability analysis establishes
goals and during the test is observed if these goals are reached or not. The authors use model
checker to improve the coverability, defining temporal rules to check some properties, for instance,
the code reachability. Based on static program analysis and on simulation of counter examples, the
authors define heuristics that can be combined to improve the coverability analysis of the concurrent
programs. This paper use some concepts and objectives slightly similar to our work; however, the
authors focus on properties verification and the model checker while this paper is concerned with
code coverage using structural testing criteria to measure the coverage.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the results of an experimental study conducted to evaluate the composite
approach, designed to test concurrent software by combining both structural testing and reachability
testing. In the composite approach, the structural testing criteria are used to select test cases and
determine the synchronizations to be executed, always selecting new synchronizations whenever
possible. Reachability testing is employed to provide a set of synchronizations to be traversed.
The experimental study was conducted to evaluate two factors: testing cost and fault detection
effectiveness. With respect to testing cost, the composite approach was compared with both struc-
tural testing and reachability testing, basing the comparisons on the number of synchronizations
executed. The results demonstrate that the composite approach presents a low computational cost
compared with structural testing, executing less synchronizations to achieve the maximum coverage
for the structural testing criteria. Also, the composite approach requires fewer test cases to obtain
the maximum coverage.
To evaluate the effectiveness, defects were systematically inserted into the programs, and the
ability to detect them was evaluated by comparing the test sets generated for structural testing,
composite approach, and random testing. The results demonstrate that the composite approach
is able to select test sets with high effectiveness, detecting the most of the defects seeded into
the programs.
The results indicate that the composite approach can improve the quality of tests, reducing the
computational cost and also maintain the effectiveness of detecting faults. In this paper, the com-
posite approach is used to guide the selection of test cases based on structural testing criteria and
applying reachability testing to improve the test coverage. An alternative is to use the composite
approach to minimize the number of sequences executed in the reachability testing; in this case, the
coverage criteria are used to indicate which race variants should be chosen in each execution.
As part of future work, an investigation into the mapping other structural testing criteria onto
the composite approach will be undertaken. Furthermore, this approach will be implemented in the
context of shared memory programs, using the testing criteria defined in Sarmanho et al. [13]. New
experimental studies will be defined for the evaluation of the composite approach, for instance,
using different test sets for the reachability testing and the composite approach, in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of the both approaches.
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